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The Lives and Roles of Vasyl Slipak 

 

The champagne intermission ended. 

The crystal chandelier went dark. 

The velvet curtain then ascended, 

as Vasyl Slipak hit his mark 

as Mephistopheles, corruptor, 

demonic imp and suave seductor, 

a baritone of global fame, 

who set Parisian ears aflame. 

When hearing Vasyl’s voice crescendo, 

the body quivers head to toe. 

It breaks the concertmaster’s bow 

and cracks the foyer’s oldest frescos. 

The heart of France, Palais Garnier,  

the vocal genius from Ukraine. 

 

Poor Faust had traded life eternal 

for earthly love of Marguerite, 

but Satan’s purpose, most infernal, 

achieved by Mephistopheles. 

With sweetest songs, he offers treasure 

and total power, endless pleasure. 

A toi malheur! A toi l’enfer! 

At death, he serves as hell’s chauffer. 

But good must triumph, says the full score. 

An angel wields a flaming sword. 

The demon flies off with a snort. 

Up leaps the crowd together Encore! 

Applause, prestige, they all received, 

but none like Vasyl from Lviv. 

 

The baby sang before he babbled. 

His blood, pure Zaporizhian Sich. 

The black-haired Cossack knew no battle. 

He bellowed odes with perfect pitch. 

But Vasyl mourned. The music faded. 

The Russian army had invaded. 

Crimea captured. Donbas screams. 

Was Euromaidan just a dream? 

He shaved his head but kept a forelock, 

returned to Kyiv and volunteered. 

Ukraine, the land that he revered, 

had formed a soldier hard as bedrock. 
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Vasyl’s comrades called him “Meph.” 

A demon brings the guilty death. 

 

When he patrolled the Donbas roadways, 

performing Bizet’s Toreador 

for fellow soldiers sans the ballet, 

C’est la fête des gens de cœur! 

Morale was high, their spirits lifted. 

With Meph around, the war-tides shifted. 

The Cossack mamay, bright, sincere, 

brought joy to towns and conquered fear. 

But mother, brother, sister, father 

knew nothing of their kin’s brigade. 

I’m off, but do not be afraid. 

I’m simply there to help the farmers 

(by sitting in machinegun nests 

when overlooking west Donetsk). 

 

When in his nests, Meph scouted nature 

and watched the births of common cranes. 

The zhuravli, immortal saviors. 

Our sacred cranes preserve Ukraine. 

Since ancient Rus, the cranes bore witness 

to Mongols, famine, peasant weddings. 

The nation’s tale innately known 

by cranes who call Ukraine their home. 

Meph saw them leave upon the harvest 

when darkness overwhelmed the steppe. 

Meph felt the sorrow in their breasts. 

They reemerged when hope was farthest. 

Cranes throttle snakes. Look in the skies— 

Ukrainian heroes still reside. 

 

The blazing sun, Ukraine in summer. 

As Meph sang scales while cleaning guns, 

absorbed in song inside a hummer, 

he did not see his comrades run. 

It only took a single bullet, 

which shredded through his jacket pocket. 

A Russian sniper in a tree. 

A marksman with an SVD. 

As Vasyl’s lifeforce barely flickered, 

the embers’ glowing sentiment— 

Shevcheko’s final testament, 

the final words that Vasyl whispered: 
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Vsye pokinu, i polinu. 

I will leave everything and fly away. 

 

* * * 

 

The shell cap cracked, the hatchling shattered 

the egg to bits. The newborn crane 

emerges dry. In holy rapture, 

Poltava sunshine bathes Ukraine. 

The colt embraced the vast horizon, 

nostalgia for a past forgotten, 

a longing he could not define, 

a sadness from another time. 

The feelings deep inside his conscience 

were buried as the colt explored 

this magic land with life restored, 

the people’s love, and boundless heavens. 

The colt matured, and when a crane, 

the autumn came. He flew away. 

 

In Africa, the crane grew stronger. 

Egyptian birds, they all rejoiced. 

They loved the crane with rainbow colors, 

the gentle giant’s satin voice. 

He had a talent most unlikely. 

He sang the harmonies of Verdi. 

The common crane can only honk. 

But this crane sounded like a harp. 

Behind the crane’s content appearance, 

he felt such sorrow in his heart. 

He heard the news of Bucha charred, 

of Sumy widows, Kherson orphans.   

A war was raging in his head 

with visions he could not forget. 

 

A happy man once sung the opera, 

performed worldwide in concert halls, 

but forced to fight a war with Russia, 

he drowned in blood and lost it all. 

The crane remembers. He remembers 

his life before he had these feathers, 

his passions, ballads, war, applause, 

Lviv, his dog, his mind redraws 

Parisian streets, a can of Revo, 

the contours of his mother’s face, 
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his country pocked with unmarked graves, 

Puccini, Faust, the silent deathblow. 

A toi malheur! A toi l’enfer! 

Ukraine, Ukraine, I die for her. 

 

The crane conceived a novel tactic. 

He stretched his neck, began to climb, 

and flew to Donbas, now just ashes, 

until he reached the Russian line. 

The Russian soldiers’ clothes were ragged, 

their hands were shaking, faces pallid. 

The crane swooped down, unfurled his wings, 

and soldiers stunned, began to sing 

a horror song of pain and slaughter, 

of tiny children crushed to death, 

of women raped and strangled breath, 

the means of endless, pointless torture. 

Russian snakes, now for your crimes— 

your eternal souls are mine. 

 

The soldiers cried they must be dreaming. 

They fired shots and mortar shells. 

The crane, unharmed, pursued them, screeching 

as if possessed by sprites of hell. 

Ukrainians rubbed their eyes when seeing 

the Russians wrestling cranes and fleeing 

defended lines so long they held. 

A sign from God! Ukraine is blessed! 

The rout began. Free men pushed forward 

from Kharkiv, breaking Russian chains. 

Above them soared a sedge of cranes 

who led them all in freedom’s chorus: 

Sche nye vmerla Ukraini. 

Ukraine has not yet perished. 
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